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AVION TECHNOLOGY, INC

Avion Technology, Inc, a certified minority business, is 
Chicagoland’s premier software development agency.

Avion Technology is based at Arlington Heights and 
Chicago, IL . Incorporated in 2007, we have successfully 
completed more than 700 projects in the last twelve years. 

Our vision is to provide customer-centric, value-adding solutions 
that enhance the customers’ profitability and empower to fulfil 
growth targets in their own market segment. 

Avion serves across multiple domains and verticals which 
generates added value for our clients’ IT development initiatives. 

With strict adherence to deadlines and coding standards, our 
efficient project communication protocols leave our Clients 
assured about the development process. 

This enables Clients to achieve their business goals on time and 
budget. 

Some of our clients have ended up becoming successful VC 
funded ventures while others have had their products showcased 
at CES, Las Vegas .
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PRODUCT DESIGN 
& DEVELOPMENT

Today’s global economy could well be called the start-up economy. With millennials in the driving 

seat, entrepreneurship seems less daunting than before.

No longer is business success a function of experience and wisdom. In fact, today’s businesses are 

enjoying unprecedented success on the pillars of innovation and disruption.

At Avion, we see ourselves to be the standard bearers of today’s innovation based economy.

Thus far, our innovation workshop has built over 38 products over 110 releases and builds.

Our cost effective, programming sprints ensures a product go-to-market that addresses all three of 

a start ups biggest concerns: a tight budget, talent deficit and losing marketshare.
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CROWDFUNDING

ACTIVITIES

The Challenge

Crowdfunding website was founded with the mission to help nonprofits 

organizations to get the most out of their fundraising efforts. The client 

wanted to build a platform which would help non- profits raise funds 

online. The client wanted to leverage the opportunity of online presence 

and reach the maximum audience. The platform would enable 

non-profit organizations to engage their communities with the 

fundraising tools to reach their goals.  

 

The client has started this business from scratch and within a few years, 

they have grown very well. Now they have a fifteen people team with 

Avion to handle their website and applications.

Analytics

Website Design

Product Design

Quality Control
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The Solution

The Result

Technology 

Avion has evaluated the site as a solution for increasing engagement on the website and as a way to 

increase conversions and average order value.  Avion Technology, Inc developed the website from 

scratch which has a fresh and more appealing look to attract user traffic on the site. 

The site has various fundraising tools like donation appeals, peer-to-peer, merchant partners, online 

store, crowdfunding, events and registrations, volunteers, team raisers, sponsorships, memberships. 

Users can integrate these fundraising tools on their site or can create fully hosted sites. The site also 

has the Stripe payment gateway integration for payment. The site owner can publish blogs on the 

site and answer to frequently asked questions for visitor's information.

The client has started using the website and found more 

traffic on the site. As a result, more funds are raised on 

the site. These funds are utilized for social cause.

The website now has more than 5000+ active users. 

Recently, Avion has also developed iOS and Android 

mobile applications for the client.

CodeIgniter

Twitter Bootstrap

CSS3

jQuery

MySQL

Home Contact

Lorem ipsum

Lorem ipsum
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DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION

Spoiler warning: We are firmly in the digital age now. Operating in a cut-throat business 

environment, organizations that succeed in today’s world will be the ones who leverage digital 

technology as a business enabler through all the different functional areas of the organization.

It is imperative for big business to hug the digital revolution if they do not want to lose their market 

share and position, especially in red ocean markets. Most CTOs today are still grappling with the 

pace of change of technology and are wary of the amount of disruption a digital transformation will 

cause, especially from a business continuity standpoint.
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AUTO INDUSTRY

ACTIVITIES

The Challenge

Website Design

E-commerce

Customization

Quality Control
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The client had approached us to 

revamp their existing .net website to 

enhance the look and feel. Their then 

existing site was ten years old and 

needed enhancements to match the 

latest technology platform. They also 

wanted to integrate their legacy 

system ERP into the latest Magento 

framework (v2.0). 

A family-owned business over 30 years with specialization repairs, 

maintenance, and customization in high-end cars. They are 

experienced in Audi and Volkswagen engines which have helped 

them to design repair kits specific to each model with hassle-free 

installation and long-term reliability. 

The challenge was to make successful connection two different 

languages i.e. from ERP which was coded in .NET into the website 

which is the PHP based framework i.e. Magento.



To achieve this, we created a custom API bridge which could fetch the output from ERP system in 

XML format and read the formats correctly. The next step was to convert the XML format into 

Magento required format and save the information. 

The website now has 6000 + products where all the products’ information on the site can be 

updated from the ERP system or can be updated from the Magento backend.

The Solution

The Result

Technology

During the analysis phase, we created a prototype to connect Magento with the legacy ERP to 

confirm the data can be received. This helped us to verify that the ERP system was bridged with 

Magento and does send valid data to perform necessary operations in Magento.

The client is pretty happy with the work since they tried to 

connect the legacy system before but couldn't do it. 

Currently, we are working on the Phase-2 of the project to 

remove the existing legacy system from their processes 

and apply Magento processes.

Magento

HTML 5

CSS 3

React

MySQL
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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

You may have heard the term Business Intelligence or BI but what 

does that really mean? 

There are numerous diverse definitions but to put it simply BI is about 

delivering appropriate and reliable information to the right people at 

the right time with the goal of achieving better decisions faster.  BI 

requires methods and programs to collect unstructured data, convert 

it into information and present it to improve business decisions. 

Business intelligence refers to a group of tools and methods that 

gathers and categorizes your data and presents it in a way that is 

useful and makes sense if you want to have effective access to precise 

reasonable and actionable information on demand then business 

intelligence might be the right choice for your organization. BI is for 

all kinds of companies. It is helpful for businesses of all sizes and 

industries - from big to small, and from retail to software.  

ACTIVITIES

Google Analytics

HubSpot 

Display Marketing

Pay-Per-Click
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Digital Marketing

Services

Digital marketing is more art than science. In the hands of an expert, it can work like magic. 

At Avion, we offer customized digital marketing solutions to help get the kind of brand exposure 

your website/ innovation needs. Using best-in-class strategies such as Social Media Management, 

SEO, Quality Link, Building, Display Marketing, Pay-Per-Click Marketing, Content Marketing, 

Branding, you can rest assured that we will engage in white-hat strategies only to get the requisite 

footfalls to your web presence.

If you are a digital agency, we can help manage some of your bandwidth by handling some of the 

more time-consuming aspects of the SEO exercise such as on-page optimization and analytics 

monitoring, to ensure that you are up and about bringing in new business.

SEO 
(Search Engine Optimization) 

PPC 
(Pay Per Click Advertising)

Quality Link BuildingSocial Media Marketing 
Campaigns

SEM 
(Search Engine Marketing)

Social Media Management
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PROGRAMMING
WINGMAN

As a full service Digital Agency, your biggest concern is your win-ratio. In an extremely red ocean 

market, with constant pressure both on your top and bottom line you need to be ahead of the curve 

to not have a declining project win-ratio. 

Today’s extreme rate of technology change means that all too often CTOs too are ignorant about a 

certain technology, for example Blockchain, when a client demands it. Moreover, finding local talent 

in mainland US or Western Europe with a limited resource pool makes completing a given 

assignment or scaling up an uphill task. It is in this kind of a situation that Avion can step in to help 

resolve your programming talent deficit.
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FITNESS APP

ACTIVITIES

The Challenge

The client is a division of the renowned company who is  a manufacturer 

and distributor of protective bedding products. We were approached by 

the client for an end-to-end solution.

The challenge was to create the prototype of the hardware device and 

then hand it over to the manufacturer for mass production. We also had 

to create the iOS and Android apps for the hardware to communicate 

with them. This was the main challenge considering that three teams 

located in different locations were working on the project. 
App Design

Apple Watch

Google Assistant

Product Design
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The Solution

The Result

Technology

We carried out on-site analysis of the requirements where our analyst had several brainstorming 

sessions with the client. After that, we created the hardware prototype and this helped the 

manufacturer speed up the actual mass production process. During the mass production, we also 

created the APIs for the apps. This resulted in the end product to be a very professional app which 

has been installed more than 5000+ times on the Apple and Google stores. The app is compatible 

with the devices from a 5" phone to a 32" tablet. Recently, we have made the app compatible with 

Apple watch.

The client has been satisfied with the solution 

provided. The apps are getting positive ratings on 

the App stores on daily basis.  The client has hired 

12 dedicated developers who work on agile mode 

on the tasks and enhancements to the apps.

iOS 

Android

AWS

IFTTT

Alexa
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PAY US A VISIT

AVION TECHNOLOGY, INC
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Our forte is our pro-activeness and follow-up.

Have a question about our services?

Interested to get an RFQ about something but need some clarification?

Need help on that eleventh hour project? Just need some more information about how all of our 

services work? Or maybe you just want to have a chat.

Our marketing offices are in USA, and development center in India. Two opposite time-zones add 

up and you benefit from a near-24 hrs contact window to reach us.

We look forward to seeing you soon. 
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Suite # 307, 211 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago, IL 60606

415 W Golf Rd., Suite # 45
Arlington Heights, IL 60005

sales@aviontechnology.net
support@aviontechnology.net

Downtown Chicago Contact

EmailArlington Heights
www.aviontechnology.net

Website

sales@aviontechnology.net

support@aviontechnology.net

EmailDowntown Chicago

Arlington Heights

Suite # 307, 211 W. Wacker Dr.

Chicago, IL 60606

Suite # 45, 415 W. Golf Rd.
Arlington Heights, IL 60005

Contact
+1 (847) 707-9621  

+1 (847) 798-4024

DUNS # 787978290

NAICS # 541511

Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) 

Business Designation


